Citizen Scientist in Plasma Medicine. See the in humans results since 1967
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This unique leading edge plasma medicine device uses corona like plasma technology, which has been
designed for safe domestic and hospital use. It is the only one of its kind globally and was first invented
in 1967 by Australian citizen Scientist Mr Joshua Shaw. Pulsed electrical fields of reactive, nonreactive and neutrally, predominantly negatively charged air ion species are emitted with variable
dosages of power strength and controlled frequencies which are fully regulated according to the health
condition, and other variable factors of the patient.
Vibrating emissions and the proprietary safe electrical and magnetic fields created, primarily interact
with the respiratory system enhancing immune responses of phagocytes, ameliorating the REDOX
biology of the body and neurohormonal disturbances in a naturally selective manner, whilst working as
a systematic adaptogen for the entire human body. The device has also been used for chronic wound
healing in diabetic feet and disinfection. The special air species have shown to be both ingestible and
transdermal.
In Australia, this medical device is TGA registered and has had a successful market history, reputation
and process of Research & Development in humans since 1967 (53 years). It is medically registered in
Australia and Europe for the treatment of virus, bacteria and other pathogen related respiratory
conditions to reduce symptoms of colds and flu, allergies, hormones, depression, assist medicine and
vitamin absorption plus an array of an additional medically allowable claims. Claims which were
registered upon the support of safe results in humans only.
The purpose of this presentation is for the first time in the world, to show the many and varied
impressive and safe results achieved in humans since 1967, in an effort to increase global collaboration
efforts and scientific knowledge of its active mechanisms for the benefits of all humanity.
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